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Abstract

The first ray casting algorithm was introduced as early as 1966 and was followed by the first 
ray tracing algorithm in 1979. Since then many revisions to both these algorithms have been 
presented along with the strong development of computer processors. For a very long time 
both ray casting and ray tracing were associated with rendering of single images. One single 
image could take several hours to compute and  to date still can for very complex scenes. 
Only during the last few years have attempts to write algorithms for real time been made. This 
thesis focuses on the question of how a real time ray caster can be mapped on the Cell 
Broadband Engine Architecture. It addresses the development of a ray caster on a single unit 
processor and then goes through the steps on how to rewrite an application to exploit the full 
potential of the cell broadband engine. This includes identifying the compute intensive parts 
of the application and parallelizing these over all the available elements in the cell 
architecture.
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Chapter 1: 
Introduction

In the context of computer graphics, the term rendering refers to the process of generating a two-
dimensional image from a three-dimensional scene. Rendering has its application in many of 
today's fields of computer graphics, such as computer games, architectural visualizations, medical 
visualizations, virtual reality, visual effects in film and TV etc. The field of rendering can be 
classified into two major categories: rasterization-based rendering and ray tracing-based 
rendering. Ray tracing is the concept of finding intersections with rays and geometric primitives. 
Ray casting, which this thesis addresses, can be seen as a simplification of ray tracing where only 
primary rays are treated and there is no recursion of the rays. The reader of this document is 
assumed to be familiar with the theory of ray casting. For decades both ray casting and ray 
tracing were associated with off line rendering simply because it was not possible to write an 
efficient enough algorithm to run in real time. However, as a consequence of the development of 
ever faster processors, many successful attempts to create real time ray casters and ray tracers 
have been made recently. Many have even been written for off-the shelf hardware so this attempt 
is in no sense not anything new. However, the cell architecture, which lies the base of the 
PlayStation 3 is rather new on the market and has only been subjected for a few ray tracing 
applications so far. This thesis summarises the building of a ray caster and how to efficiently map 
the ray caster onto the elements within the cell hardware architecture. Emphasis is put on how to 
read and write data on an architecture with one main storage, two levels of cache and eight local 
stores. As the cell processor is highly optimized for SIMD, focus on dealing with packets of rays 
instead of single rays  has been made. The application developed and discussed in this thesis was 
integrated with the OpenSG framework. The code examples presented have been optimized for 
high performance but there is still much room for further optimization. At the date of finishing 
this thesis only primary rays were supported but extensions for shadow rays and secondary rays 
were included at an early state of planning and implementation.

Figure 1.1 Left: Ray-traced image with with shadows, reflection and refraction. Right: Ray-casted image 
where only primary rays are calculated.
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1.1 Purpose
To study the cell architecture and develop a real-time application with the hope to reach higher 
frame rates in complex scenes compared to a single unit processor.

1.2 Outline of the thesis
This thesis summarises a 20 week project to develop a ray caster for the Cell Broadband Engine. 
The thesis sheds light on the key parts of the application with short code listings and comments 
but also contains a more theoretical discussion to areas related to ray casting or ray tracing. The 
application developed is closely connected to OpenSG. However the understanding of this 
document does not require knowledge of OpenSG. The Cell Broadband Engine Architecture 
(CBEA) is rather unique and Chapter 2 gives an overview of the CBEA and its characteristics. 
Chapter 3 serves as an very short introduction to SIMD and gives examples of the SIMD 
extensions available on the Cell platform. In Chapter 4 will the two acceleration structures that 
were implemented be explained. In Chapter 5 a method to successfully intersect a ray or ray 
packet with a bounding volume will be shown. Chapter 6 explains ray intersection with triangular 
surfaces. The important steps of porting the code to fully utilize all elements of the Cell 
architecture are explained in Chapter 7, with motivations to the design and reflections upon it. In 
Chapter 8 future work is discussed.
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Chapter 2:
Overview of the Cell Broadband Engine

2.1 Introduction
The Cell Broadband Engine, referred to in this text as the Cell, is a single-chip multiprocessor 
with nine processors operating on a shared, coherent memory. The Cell concept was originally 
thought up by Sony Computer Entertainment for PlayStation 3. However, the architecture that 
exists on the market today is the work of a collaboration of three companies: Sony, Toshiba and 
IBM. Each of the three companies produces different products and have different needs from a 
CPU. Consumer electronics, for example, requires power efficient systems which are reliable. 
Computer systems usually consist of multiple processors and need processors compatible to each 
other and across different generations. The design of the Cell incorporates features to satisfy all 
these needs. Although the Cell was primarily established as the technology for the PlayStation 3 it 
is designed for much more. Technologies such as Blu-ray, HDTV, HD Camcorders and much 
more could all incorporate the Cell. The Cell is, in its basic form, a processor designed to work on 
large data sets in a streaming manner and examples of this can be found in many places today. 
The architecture of the Cell is not fixed, it allows for example a computer, PS3 and HDTV, each 
with their own Cell, to co-operate on problems. These different devices can easily be connected 
which make the Cell highly scalable. Clustering of Playstation 3's or other devices containing a 
processor of the Cell type is done by connecting them with a cable and can result in very high 
performance in terms of speed and power. Although scaling is made easy with the Cell, a single 
processor is highly potent on its own. A single Cell has a theoretical computing capability of 256 
GFLOPS(Billion Floating Point Operations per Second) at a frequency of 4 GHz. 

The Cell architecture, also called broadband processor architecture, extends the 64-bit PowerPC 
Architecture with cooperative offload processors (synergistic processors) and synchronization 
mechanics to communicate with them (memory flow control). The first generation of the 
architecture, currently on the market and the processor inside the PlayStation3, consists of a dual-
threaded 64-bit Power Architecture compliant Power processor element (PPE) with eight 
synergistic processor elements (SPEs), on chip memory controller and a I/O interface. These units 
are interconnected with a coherent element interconnect bus (EIB). 
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Figure 2.1: Cell Broadband Architecture diagram

2.2 PowerPC Processor Element (PPE)
The PPE is a 64-bit Power-Architecture-compliant core optimized for design frequency and 
power efficiency. It is the element responsible for overall control of the Cell and runs the 
operating system for all applications. The PPE is a dual issue design that does not dynamically 
reorder instructions at issue time. The core interleaves instructions from two computational 
threads at the same time to optimize the use of issue slots. The PPE supports a conventional cache 
hierarchy with a 32KB first-level cache and a 512KB second level cache. The processor provides 
two simultaneous threads of execution within the processor and can be viewed as a two-way 
multiprocessor with shared data flow. This gives software the appearance of two independent 
processing units. All architectural states are duplicated, including all registers except those who 
deal with system level resources such as logical partitions, memory and thread control. The 
processor is composed of three units; the instruction unit, fixed point execution unit and vector 
scalar unit. The instruction unit is responsible for instruction fetch, issue and completion. The 
fixed point execution unit is responsible for all fixed point instructions and the vector scalar unit 
is responsible for all vector and floating point instructions.
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Figure 2.2: PPE block diagram

2.3 Synergistic processor element (SPE)
The SPE implements a new instruction set architecture optimized for performance on computing 
intense media applications. As figure 2.3 shows each SPE consists of two main units:

 The Synergistic processor unit (SPU)

 The Memory flow controller (MFC)

The SPU deals with instruction control and execution. It includes a single register file with 128 
registers (each one 128 bits wide),  a unified 256KB local store (LS) which contains both data 
and program code, an instruction control-unit, a load and store unit, two fixed point units, a 
floating point unit and a channel-and-DMA interface. The SPU implements a new SIMD 
instruction set[SPUSIMD] that is specific to the Broadband Processor Architecture.

Each SPU is an independent processor and is optimized to run SPE threads spawned by the PPE. 
The SPU fetches instruction from its own LS and it loads and stores data from the LS. The MFC 
contains a DMA controller that supports DMA transfers. Programs running on the SPE, the PPE, 
or another SPE use the MFCs DMA transfers to move instructions and data between the SPEs 
local store and main storage. Main storage is the address space that includes main memory and 
other SPEs local store. To support DMA transfers, the MFC maintains and processes queues of 
DMA commands. After a DMA command has been queued to the MFC, the SPU can continue to 
execute instructions while the MFC processes the DMA asynchronously. The MFC can also 
autonomously execute a sequence of DMA transfers and allows DMA transfers to be 
conveniently scheduled to hide memory latency.  Each DMA transfer can be up to 16KB of size.
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Figure 2.3: Synergistic Processor Element block diagram

2.4 Programming models
On any processor, coding optimizations are achieved by exploiting the unique features of the 
hardware. In the case of the Cell Broadband Engine the number of SPEs, their large register file 
and their ability to hide main-storage latency with concurrent computation and DMA transfers 
opens up for many programming models. A few of the most suitable models will be briefly 
explained in this section. The models mentioned are:

 Function-Offload Model

 Computation-Acceleration Model

 Streaming Model

 Shared-Memory Multiprocessor Model

2.4.1 Function-Offload Model
In the Function-Offload Model the SPEs are used as accelerators for performance demanding 
applications. This model is the quickest way to effectively use the Cell Broadband Engine with an 
existing application. In this model, the main application runs on the PPE and calls selected 
functions to run on one or more SPEs. The model allows a PPE program to call a function located 
on an SPE as if the function were on the PPE. The model is implemented using method stubs as 
proxies. A method stub is a small piece of code used to stand in for some other code. The stub or 
proxy acts as a replacement for the remote procedure and hides the details of the inter element 
communication. The stub code initializes the SPE and sends a small message to the SPE to start 
its stub method. The SPE executes the method locally and the result is sent sent back to the PPE.
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2.4.2 Computation-Acceleration Model
The Computation-Acceleration Model provides a smaller grained and more integrated use of the 
SPEs. This model speeds up applications that use computation intensive mathematical functions 
without the need to significantly rewrite the application. The compute intensive parts are ported 
to the SPEs and the PPE acts as a control and system-service element. This model exploits 
parallel use of multiple SPEs by dividing the data and workload. With a highly efficient schedule 
of MFC DMA commands this model can significantly raise the speed of the application.

2.4.3 Streaming Model
In the Streaming Model each SPE in either a serial or parallel pipeline computes data that streams 
through. The PPE acts as a stream controller, and the SPE acts as stream processor. If each SPE 
has an  equivalent amount of work this model can perhaps be the most efficient way to use the 
Cell Broadband Engine.

2.4.4 Shared-Memory Multiprocessor Model
The Cell Broadband Engine can be programmed as a shared memory multiprocessor, using two 
different instruction sets. All DMA operations in the SPEs are cache-coherent. Shared memory 
load instructions are replaced by DMA operations from main memory to local store. The DMA 
operations use an effective address that is common to the PPE and all SPEs. Shared memory store 
instructions are replaced by a DMA operation from LS to main memory.
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Chapter 3:
SIMD

3.1 Introduction
SIMD is short for Single Instruction Multiple Data and is supported by many newer processors, 
including the Cell. Essentially SIMD is an extension which allows the processor to execute 
multiple, usually four, floating point operations as one single instruction. This can increase the 
performance of an application significantly if the data is provided in a suitable format. Examples 
of SIMD extensions are Intel's SSE [Intel02b] IBM/Motorola's [Altivec]. On the Cell, Altivec are 
utilized on the PPE and the SPEs support a smaller subset of Altivec. Generally SIMD processors 
can only achieve their best performance by using SIMD extensions. The Cell is not an exception, 
while the PPE is a bit more robust and does handle branching quite well, the SPE is strongly 
optimized for SIMD, and should only be used with data presented in SIMD form. Using SIMD 
extensions is often a complicated matter and this chapter should serve as explanation of general 
SIMD utilization with examples on how  SIMD extensions have been used in the implementation 
of a ray caster.

3.2 Preparing for SIMD
The biggest issue with SIMD extensions is that they can only exploit parallelism in programs if 
there is any present and that often requires the programmer to restructure the program to offer 
parallelism. Parallelism can be exploited in two different ways: instruction-level parallelism and 
data-parallelism. Instruction-level parallelism can be exploited by reordering existing sequential 
programs to combine independent operations for parallel execution. As an example, a dot product 
of two four dimensional vectors requires four multiplications and four instructions to sum the 
result. With the use of instruction-level parallelism the dot product can be performed with only 
one 4-float SIMD multiply and a scalar sum. In contrast to this, data parallel approaches perform 
the same operation on four different values in parallel. In the dot product example, a data parallel 
approach would perform four dot products at the same time.

The Altivec instruction set and the instruction set used on the SPEs have been optimized for data 
parallel approaches. For example the instruction-level dot product example above cannot be 
efficiently implemented on the cell. The four multiplies can be done with one SIMD instruction 
but adding the four resulting values requires scalar instructions which are quite costly on SIMD 
optimized processors and should be avoided if possible. A highly efficient solution to the dot 
product calculation can be achieved if the data can be organized so that four dot products can be 
calculated at the same time. Even if the number of dot products which need to be calculated is not 
a multiple of four, extra vectors can be created in the reorganizing stage and higher performance 
can be achieved. If the data are available in a data parallel manner four dot products can be 
calculated with a single SIMD instruction and thus is faster or equally fast evaluated as a single 
dot product. This explains why data parallel approaches in general are preferred compared to 
instruction parallel ones. As previously mentioned, instruction parallelism can only be exploited 
if there is any. Only a few algorithms allows to perform four independent operations in one cycle. 
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If this only happens every few instructions the utilization of the SIMD units will drop and thus 
the performance of the algorithm will drop. On the other hand many compute intensive tasks 
often require the same computation to be done several times on different data. However, even 
data parallelism can be exploited only if there is any and it is up to the programmer to restructure 
the data to parallel form. If the algorithm only needs  to compute one dot product, not four, the 
programmer has two choices. Either the dot product can be computed with scalar instruction or 
the same dot product can be computed for times with SIMD instructions. The latter solution is 
preferred because SIMD optimized processors only shows high performance when SIMD 
instructions are utilized. 

3.3 Data organization
Even if the algorithm itself offers parallelism to be exploited, the use of SIMD extensions 
imposes several restrictions on data organization. Altivec requires the data to be aligned on 16-
byte boundaries, access to non-aligned data can be several times as expensive as access to aligned 
data. Best performance can usually be achieved for “streaming”-like programs, i.e. programs that 
execute a simple sequence of SIMD operations on a large stream of data. Furthermore, high 
SIMD performance requires data to be already in the caches, few conditionals, few data 
dependencies and careful data alignment. 

To allow use of SIMD extensions, data must be organized according one of two principles. Either 
the data can be organized in 'Array of Structure' form (AoS) or in 'Structure of Array' form (SoA). 
While  AoS is the most intuitive form, where each vector is stored after each with a 16 byte 
offset, the SoA form often gives higher performance. In SoA the data are stored as v0.x, v1.x, 
v2.x, v3.x, v0.y etc. This can easily be pictured as a transpose of 4 vectors. This form can not be 
automatically generated by the compiler and is often awkward and un-intuitive for the 
programmer, but it is a prerequisite for fast SIMD code.

Array of Structures (AoS)

Offset = 0 v0.x v0.y v0.z

Offset = 12 V1.x V1.y V1.z

Offset = 24 V2.x V2.y V2.z

Offset = 36 V3.x V3.y V3

Structure of Arrays (SoA)

Offset = 0 V0.x V1.x V2.x V3.x

Offset = 16 V0.y V1.y V2.y V3.y

Offset = 32 V0.z V1.z V2.z V3.z

Figure 3.1. SIMD data organization. Left: The more convenient “Array of Structures” for storing three 
float vectors. Right: The often preferred “Structure of Array” which often requires manual restructuring of  
the data but in the end results in higher performance.

3.4 SIMD extensions on the Cell
Vector/SIMD extensions data types and intrinsics can be used in a seamless way in a C/C++ 
program and does not require a set up or a special mode. A vector type represents a vector of as 
many as the specified C data type will fit in a 128-bit register. Hence the the 'vector signed int' 
type is a 128-bit operand containing four 32-bit signed integers.
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Vector Data Type Meaning Values

vector unsigned int Four 32-bit unsigned values 0 .... 232-1

vector int Four 32-bit signed values -231 ... 231-1

Vector float Four 32-bit single precision IEEE-754 values

Vector pixel Eight 16-bit unsigned values 1/5/5/5 pixel

Vector bool int Four 32-bit unsigned values 0 (false).... 232-1 (true)
Figure 3.2: Examples of Vector/SIMD data types used in the ray tracer application

3.4.1 Vector intrinsics
The Vector/SIMD intrinsics provided for the Cell broadband engine are divided into three classes:

 Specific Intrinsics – Intrinsics that have a one-to-one mapping with a single assembly-
language instruction

 Generic Intrinsics – Intrinsics that map to one or more assembly-language instructions as 
a function of the type of input parameters

 Predicates Intrinsics – Intrinsics that compare values and return an integer that may be 
used directly as a condition for branching or as a value

The number of intrinsics commands are quite many on the PPU and only a few were used in the 
ray caster application. Some of them are shown in figure 3.3.

Intrinsic Description

D = vec_abs(a) Get the absolute value for each element in a

D = vec_add(a, b) Add each element in a with the corresponding element in b

D = vec_sub(a, b) Subtract each element in a with the corresponding element in 
b

D = vec_mul(a, b) Multiply each element in a with the corresponding element in 
b

D = vec_min(a, b), d = vec_max(a, b) Choose the min/max value for based on the elements in a and 
b

D = vec_and(a, b) Logical and for each between each bit in a and b

D = vec_sel(a, b, c) Select bits from a or b based on c

D = vec_splats(a) Construct a vector where each elements equals a

D = vec_extract(a, element) Extract vector element from a
Figure 3.3: Examples of PPE intrinsics
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3.4.2 SPU Intrinsics
The instruction set provided for the SPU are smaller compared to the PPU [SPUSIMD]. The 
SPUs are specialized for parallel data and do not support any predicate intrinsics. The intrinsics 
on the SPU uses the prefix spu to be able to tell them apart form the PPU intrinsics. Most of them 
are generic intrinsics and a selection are listed in figure 5.4.

Intrinsic Description

Constant formation Intrinsics

D = spu_splats(a) Replicate scalar a into all elements of vector d

Conversion intrinsics

D = spu_convtf(a, scale) Convert integer vector to float vector and multiply 
by scale

Arithmetic intrinsics

D = spu_add(a, b) Vector add

D = spu_mul(a, b) Vector multiply

D = spu_re(a) Vector floating-point reciprocal estimate

D = rsqrte(a) Vector floating-point reciprocal square root estimate

Compare Intrinsics

D = spu_cmpabseq(a, b) Vector compare absolute equal

D = spu_cmpgt(a, b) Vector compare greater than

D = spu_cmpeq(a, b) Vector compare equal

Logical Intrinsics

D = spu_and(a, b) Vector logical AND

D = spu_or(a, b) Vector logical OR

Scalar intrinsics

D = spu_extract(a, element) Extract vector element from vector

D = spu_insert(a, a, element) Insert scalar into specified vector element

D = spu_promote(a alement) Promote scalar to vector
Figure 3.4: Examples of SPU intrinsics

3.4.3 MFC Commands
The Memory Flow Controller (MFC) supports a set of MFC Commands. These commands 
provide the main mechanism for the application to move data between main storage and the local 
storage of a SPE or vice versa. The commands can be issued both on the PPE and SPE. In many 
applications it is however preferred to issue the calls on the SPEs.
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Command Description

mfc_put Move data from local storage to main storage

mfc_get Move data from main storage to local storage

mfc_putl Move data from local storage to main storage using a mfc list

mfc_getl Move data from main storage to local storage using a mfc list
Figure 3.5: MFC DMA Commands

The latter two commands in the figure make use of a DMA-list and is primarily used when data 
from scattered areas are to be moved to a one location on either the SPE or PPE. Instead of giving 
a address and size as parameters for the MFC command a DMA list is used. The list is in the form 
of array containing pairs of addresses and sizes.

3.4.4 Compound SIMD intrinsics

When combining the intrinsics above, vectors can be manipulated in many ways and it is often 
desirable to use a sequence of commands on a vector or a group of vectors. Therefore a number 
of compound intrinsics were used in the application to make the code more readable and shorter. 
A short summary of these compound intrinsics is given in this section. These intrinsics are 
available both on the PPU and SPU  but only the SPU version is shown. 

// Computes the sign(positive or negative) of the four elements 
// and stores in the last for bits of a 32 bit integer. 
// If all elements are positive the four bit are all set to one.
int spu_c_movemask(const vector float v)
{
  vector unsigned int cmp = spu_cmpgt(((vector signed int) {0, 0, 
0, 0}), (vector signed int) v);
  vector unsigned int res = spu_and(cmp, 

((vector unsigned int){1<<0, 1<<1, 1<<2, 1<<3}));
  return (int) spu_extract(res,0)+

spu_extract(res,1)+
spu_extract(res,2)+
spu_extract(res,3);

}

// Inverts all four elements in v
vector float spu_c_invert(const vector float v)
{
  vector float re = spu_re(v);
  return spu_sub(spu_add(re, re), spu_mul(spu_mul(re, re), v));
}

// Compare less equal between the elements in v1 and v2
vector unsigned int spu_c_cmple(vector float v1, vector float v2)
{
  return spu_or(spu_cmpgt(v2, v1), spu_cmpeq(v1, v2));
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}

// Select the min value of the elements in v1 and v2
vector float spu_c_max(const vector float v1, const vector float 
v2)
{
  return spu_sel(v2, v1, spu_cmpgt(v1, v2));
}

// get the max concatenated value in binary of v1 and complement 
of v2 based  // on mask
// eg. V1=0011, v2=1100, mask=1111 gives res = 0011
vector float spu_c_update(const vector float mask,

  const vector float v1, 
  const vector float v2)

{
  vector float res = spu_or(spu_and(v1, mask), spu_andc(mask, 
v2));
  return res;
}

Code sample 3.1: SIMD Compound intrinsics
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Chapter 4:
Acceleration Structures and traversal

Efficiently searching for the first intersection along a ray requires building up a spatial index 
structure over the primitives in the scene. A spatial index structure creates spatial cells which 
allow for efficiently reducing the number of primitives to intersect. This does require a method of 
quickly identifying the cells that are intersected by the rays. The spatial index structure has a 
tremendous impact on the ray casting algorithm. The following issues need to be considered 
when choosing and implementing the structure:

Quality: The quality of a spatial index structure is measured in terms of the number of required 
traversal steps versus intersection operations. In some cases a gain in performance can be 
achieved if the number of operations in one category are increased in order to decrease the 
number of operations in the other category. However, it should be aimed to minimize the number 
of operations in both categories.

Memory layout: The larger the memory representation of a spatial index structure the higher the 
required bandwidth to memory.

Traversal costs: Besides the number of traversal steps, the cost of performing a single traversal 
step for one or more rays are particularly important. If the code doesn't efficiently map to the 
underlying hardware architecture the benefit from a high-quality spatial index structure will be 
lost.

On top of the quality and memory requirements, the operations must be general for efficient 
support of ray bundles. This is necessary if SIMD code will be used, which allow a substantial 
gain in performance if implemented efficiently. Upon reviewing this requirements a kd-tree was 
chosen as a spatial index structure. This a very compact structure, every node can by be 
represented in 8 bytes. The problem is that it requires a stack for traversal. To eliminate the need 
for a stack a extended kd-tree were  implemented as well. The extended kd-tree does however 
require more memory.

4.1 KD-Tree and KD-trie
A kd-tree, short for k-dimensional tree [KD], is a space-partitioning data structure for organizing 
points in k-dimensional space. A kd-tree is a special case of BSP trees.  A kd-tree use only 
splitting planes that are perpendicular to one of the coordinate system axis, in contrast to a BSP 
tree where arbitrary splitting planes can be used. A kd-trie is a variant of a kd-tree where data  is 
only stored in the leaf nodes. The names kd-tree and kd-trie are extremely similar and are in many 
situations used with the same meaning. In this paper I exclusively discuss kd-tries, i.e. a data 
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structure with geometric data only stored in the leafs, and any reference to a kd-tree actually 
means a kd-trie.

Kd-tries are usually static data structures, meaning that once the tree has been constructed nodes 
can't be removed or added to the tree. 

Figure 4.1: A 3-dimensional kd-tree or kd-trie. The first split(red) cuts the root cell(white) into two sub 
cells, each of which is then split(green) into two sub cells. Finally, each of those four is split(blue) into two 
sub cells. The final eight cells are are leaf cells.

This section will explain briefly how a kd-tree can be constructed and then discuss how the tree 
can be efficiently traversed. Two methods for traversing the KD-tree were implemented, single 
ray traversal and packet traversal. The packet traversal algorithm operates on packets of four rays 
and take extensive use of SIMD instructions. As the Cell and especially the SPEs are efficient 
SIMD processors only the packet traversal algorithm were ported. However, the algorithm used 
requires that all rays within the packet have the same direction along the axes, i.e. all rays must 
either be positive or negative with respect to the x, y and z-axis. If the ray packet doesn't meet this 
criteria a special case of single ray traversal is implemented. The traversal method first starts with 
an intersection test against the bounding volume of the root node, i.e. the volume of the entire 
tree. This determines if a traversal is necessary or the ray packet completely misses the volume.

4.1.1 Constructing the tree
The most simple way to construct a kd-tree is to split each volume cell in half and rotate the axis 
as one moves downward in the tree, i.e. the root node is split in half over the x axis followed by a 
split of both children over the y-axis and so on. A second rule also commonly used is to choose 
the split axis along the axis with the maximum spread (max-min). The splitting of cells could be 
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terminated when a maximum depth has been reached or the volume cell contain less than a 
specified number of triangles. This algorithm is very simple to implement but is unfortunately 
very inefficient. The construction of a tree in this manner will result in a balanced tree, where all 
leaves are roughly at equal depth. This balanced kd-tree could be beneficial in other areas but not 
when it comes to ray casting. The traversal of a kd-tree in a ray caster often requires several 
leaves to be accessed when tracing a ray from one location to another, and the traversal frequently 
goes up and down in the tree. Based on this it is desirable to construct a tree which requires as 
few traversal steps as possible [PBR][KD2] and not a tree which have an equal number of steps to 
reach each leaf. This means that a tree with large volume cells close to the root which allows a 
ray to cover a large area at a small cost is most optimal. A method to construct a tree with this 
layout can be done with optimizations of the split planes based on a cost prediction function. The 
termination criteria for splitting the volume cell is when the estimated traversal cost for a leaf 
node is less than the cost for the split with minimum estimated cost. If a leaf would be created at 
any point in the tree it would incur the cost of:

∑
i=1

N

t in  (1)

where N is the number of primitives in the volume cell and ti(i) is the cost it takes to compute an 
ray-triangle intersection with the ith primitive. The cost of instead traversing an inner node and 
determine which of the children the ray passed through is.

t t pb∑
i=1

N B

t ibi pa∑
i=1

N A

tiai (2)

Above tt is the time it takes to traverse the interior node and pa and pb are the probabilities that the 
ray passes through each of the children regions. It is assumed that any intersection against a 
triangle takes the same time, i.e. ti(i) is constant, and the probabilities were determined based on 
the surface area of the children. It is also assumed that all rays are equally distributed in space 
which makes the use of surface area, as probability, valid.

pa=
 surfacearea child a
 surfacearea parent

pa=
 surfacearea child b
 surfacearea parent

The tree were constructed recursively and terminates to construct a leaf when condition 2 is 
greater than 1, i.e. when the cost of intersecting all primitives in a node are the smallest of the 
two. A maximum depth to ensure that the amount of memory used by tree doesn't grow without 
bounds is also set. A value of 8 + 1.3 log(N) has been tested [PBR] and gives a reasonable 
maximum depth. After the recursion is completed it is followed by a flattening of the tree, which 
essentially moves the data the of the tree into an array and in that way keeps the tree in a coherent 
memory space instead of using pointers to different locations of memory. The flattening is similar 
to the one shown in a future section, extended kd-tree. In fact the function shown there is a 
extension to the function used for this kd-tree, therefore any explanation of the flattening 
procedure is postponed until later.
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struct KDNode
{

    union
    {

unsigned int _uiFlags;   // leaf and interior
float _fSplitPos; // Interior
unsigned int _uiNumPrims; // Leaf

    };
    union
    {

unsigned int _uiAboveChild; // Interior
unsigned int _uiSinglePrimitive; // Leaf
unsigned int _pPrimitiveIdx; // Leaf

   };
}

Code sample 4.1 kd-tree memory layout using only 8 bytes.  

float KDNode::getSplitPos(void) const
{ 

  return _fSplitPos; 
}
unsigned int KDNode::getNumPrimitives(void) const 
{ 

  return _uiNumPrims >> 2; 
}
unsigned int KDNode::getSplitAxis(void) const 
{ 

  return _uiFlags & 3; 
}
bool KDNode::isLeaf(void) const 
{

  return (_uiFlags & 3) == 3; 
}

Code sample 4.2: Functions to extract information from node.

4.1.2 Single ray traversal
The traversal algorithm [Carsten] basically consists of the following operations: Descend for the 
root node in a front-to-back manner by either following the front, the back, or both children until 
a leaf is reached. In case of following both children, continue with one child and push the other 
child on a stack for later traversal. When and if a leaf is reached, intersect all primitives referred 
to in the leaf primitive index list. A leaf can contain zero, one or many primitives. In the case of 
zero primitives nothing needs to be done. In the case of one primitive, a index for the primitive is 
stored within the node. In the case of many primitives contained by the leaf an index or pointer to 
a primitive list is stored.
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Figure 4.2: Which child to intersect first is determined by ray direction with respect to the dimension of the 
node split plane. The 'front' child (green) get intersected first followed by the 'back' child (red).

After testing all primitives of a leaf, the ray is tested for early ray termination. If the ray does not 
terminate and the stack is not empty, intersection continues by popping the stack and performing 
a traversal from this node. The same steps are followed until the stack is empty or a valid 
intersection is found. As shown in the figure above the front respective back node can be 
determined by the ray direction.  By intersecting the front first it guarantees that a hit found in 
this node are occluded by a potential hit in the back node. 

Node = root node;

while( node != NULL)
{

     if(Node.IsLeaf() == false){
axis = node.getSplitAxis();
belowFirst  = ray.getOrigin(axis)<= 

node.getSplitPos();
if(belowFirst == true){

    frontNode = node.getAboveChild()
    backNode = node.getAboveChild + sizeof(Node);

}
else{

   frontNode = node.getAboveChild + sizeof(Node);
    backNode = node.getAboveChild;

}
    Push backNode on Stack 

   node = frontNode;
    }

}
    else {
    Intersect geometry in node with ray, terminate if

intersection found
     }

if(early ray termination or empty stack) node = NULL
else if(stack not empty) pop stack

}
Code sample 4.3:  Single ray traversal
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The crucial part of the traversal algorithm is to quickly evaluate the decision of whether to follow 
only the front child, back child or both children while descending the tree. An algorithm proposed 
by Wald et al. [Wald04] operates in one dimension along the ray and works on segments of the 
ray. Representing a ray as R(t) = O * t*D allows for associating a ray segment [near,far] with the 
parameter t. The interval [near, far] represents the segment where the ray intersects a given 
volume cell. The ray segment is first initialized to [0, infinity] and then clipped according to the 
axis-aligned bounding box of the scene. As shown in the figure 4.3, testing of the three cases, i.e. 
follow front child, back child or both children, can be determined by comparing the computed 
distance d to the splitting plane with the current ray segment. Three cases are possible:

d > far: The ray only intersects the front node. The ray segment stays the same.

d < near: The ray only intersects the back node. The ray segment stays the same.

near ≤ d ≤ far: The ray intersects both children. In a first step, the front child must be traversed 
with [near, d] as ray segment and in a second step the back node must be traversed with [d, far] as 
ray segment.

Figure 4.3: Front, back or both node intersection of single ray.

The advantage of the using ray segment is that requires only a short sequence of instructions, only 
the parametric distance d has to be computed followed by two comparisons with the near and far 
value.

4.1.3 Ray packet traversal
Ray packet traversal of ray packets relies on the same idea of comparing ray segments as for 
single rays. Instead of a single interval [near, far], n intervals are used [nearn, farn] where n are 
the number of rays. In the Cell implementation n was chosen to be four to make it compliant with 
the SIMD extensions available. In the algorithm [Carsten] discussed here it is assumed that all 
rays have a common origin, which is the case in primary rays. In the case of secondary rays with 
different origins some changes to the algorithm are necessary. The figure below indicates that if 
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the segment comparison for all rays is identical, only one child has to be traversed similar as with 
the single ray case. In the other cases, both children must be traversed. In the case that direction 
sign vary the ray packets need to be split up and intersection is made similar to the single ray 
algorithm. Therefore it is essential to have coherence between the rays in the packet. In the case 
that all rays have the same direction sign, the child that is traversed first is determined by the 
direction sign of the rays with respect to the splitting dimension of the node.

Figure 4.4: Front, back or both node intersection of ray packet. Left: All rays enter the cell of the front  
child as all distances di are greater than the values of fari. Centre left: All rays enter the back child as all  
distance values di are lower than the neari. Centre right: If only a single ray traverses both children, all  
rays have to be traversed for both cells. Right: If the rays have different direction signs the packet needs to 
be split up and traversal is done according to the single ray case.

4.2 Extended KD-tree
The kd-tree requires a stack during traversal. This a non-desirable feature when dealing with a 
small limited memory space as the local storage of a SPE. For very large scenes a stack can easily 
grow quite large with many elements on top of each other. Although this may not be a crucial 
problem for normal processors, with large RAM, it easily creates problems when executing on the 
Cell. Although the initial port was successful it did require that the size of the stack in each 
individual local store were limited. This was to be sure all data could fit and memory overflow 
would be avoided, which could damage other parts of the application. Based on the limitation of 
stack size it was desirable to remove the stack. An algorithm was found [StacklessTrav] which 
made use of “ropes” to connect adjacent nodes and thus made it possible to traverse the tree 
without use of stack elements. This algorithm can also handle packets of incoherent rays in 
contrast to the previous traversal algorithm where ray packets need to be split up in the case of 
incoherent rays. The connection is made via the six faces of a nodes bounding box. The original 
algorithm was however intended for GPU based ray tracing so a few alterations were necessary 
for a functional Cell implementation. The changes necessary for constructing the extended kd-
tree could be done on top of the original kd-tree. The structure of a node were necessary to 
change, to fit the ropes and a new cache of box volumes. To make use of the added ropes new 
traversal methods were implemented, both for single rays and ray packets. As this was only 
experimented with and the methods were not fully completed during the time frame of the 
development phase no results can be presented. A explanation and discussion of the methods will 
be shown.
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4.2.1 Constructing the tree
The construction of the extended cache was like the kd-tree performed in two steps, first a non 
optimized version was made followed by a flattening of the tree. The flattening step was 
necessary to allow transfer of nodes between the cell elements.

struct XKDNode{

union{
unsigned int uiFlags:
float fSplitPos;
unsigned int uiNumPrims;

};
union{

unsigned int uiAboveChild;
unsigned int uiSinglePrimitive;
unsigned int pPrimitiveIdx;

};
int iRopeOffset[6];

}
Code sample 4.4: Extended KD-node, as in flattened tree.

struct XKDNode{
bool isLeaf:
union{

unsigned int uiSplitAxis;
unsigned int uiPrimIdx;

};
union{

unsigned int uiNumPrim;
float fSplitPos;

};

XKDNode* pAboveChild;
XKDNode* pBelowChild;

unsigned int uiNodeId;
unsigned int iRope[6];
BoxVolume* pBoxVolume;

` }
Code sample 4.5: Extended KD-Node, before flattening

As shown in the samples above the non-flattened node is substantially larger in memory and also 
contain three pointers, to other nodes and a box volume. In this section it will be explained how 
to the extra members to an already existing kd-tree were created. During the original kd-tree 
construction it were only necessary to add an unique identifier to each node.

Adding the ropes and bounding volumes to the leaf nodes were done by recursion of the tree in a 
front-down manner. Assuming a kd-tree were available the recursion chain could start from the 
root with the following code:
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boxVolume_t*  pBelowBox = new BoxVolume_t;
boxVolume_t*  pAboveBox = new BoxVolume_t;

*pBelowBox = *_pRootBox; // copy box volume of root node
*pAboveBox = *_pRootBox;

float splitPos = rootNode->getSplitPos();
unsigned int axis = rootNode->getSplitAxis();

float temp = CacheBoxVolume->max[axis};
pBelowBox->max[axis] = splitPos;

rootNode->getBelowChild()->initRope();  //set all ropes to zero

//connect below child with above child
rootNode->getBelowChild()->setRope(rootNode->geAboveChild()-
>getNodeId(),

axis * 2);
// start recursion with below child and its box volume
processNode(rootNode->getBelowChild(), pBelowBox);

pAboveBox->min[axis] = splitPos;

rootNode->getAboveChild()->initRope();
rootNode->getAboveChild()->setRope(rootNode->getBelowChild()-
>getNodeId(),

axis * 2 + 1);
processNode(rootNode->getAboveChild(), pAboveBox);

delete pBelowBox;
delete pAboveBox;

Code sample 4.6: Initiate a recursion to add ropes to a kd-tree.

While the connecting of nodes through ropes is started in the code above the recursion occurs in 
the processNode() function. This method has different appearance for single ray and ray packets. 
In case of single ray a extra step is taken where ropes are pushed down as far as possible in the 
tree. This part is refereed to as rope optimization and adheres to the following rules:

 A node R of a rope corresponding to a face s of a Node N is replaced with its left 
child RL, if the split axis of R is parallel to s and s ♠{right, back, bottom} or if the 
split plane of R is “below” the bounding box of N.

 By analogy, R is replaced with wit RR, if the split axis is parallel to s and s ♠{left, 
top, front}, or if the split plane is above the bounding box of N.
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A code sample for the processNode function. It is assumed that the type boundingBoxSide is a 
enumerator of the form: 
enum boundingBoxSide{right = 0; left, top, bottom, front, back};

void processNode(RTKDNode* pParent, boxVolume_t* pParentbox)
{
if(pParent->isLeaf()){

pParent->setBoundingBox(box);
return;

}
if(singleRay){

for(int i = 0 ; i < 6 ; ++i)
optimize(pParent->getRope(i), i, box)

}
boundingBoxSide below, above;
const unsigned int axis = pParent->getSplitAxis();

if(axis == x)
{

below = right;
above = left:

}
else if(axis == y)
{

below = top;
above = bottom;

}
else if(axis == z)
{

below = front;
above = back;

}
boxVolume_t*  pBelowBox = new BoxVolume_t;
boxVolume_t*  pAboveBox = new BoxVolume_t;

*pBelowBox = *pParentBox; // copy box volume of root node
*pAboveBox = *pParentBox;

float splitPos = pParent->getSplitPos();
for(int i = 0 ; i < 6 ; ++i)

pParent->getBelowChild()->setRope(pParent->getRope(i),i));
pParent->getBelowChild()->setRope(

pParent->getBelowChild()->getNodeId(),above);

pBelowBox->max[axis] = splitPos;

processNode(pParent->getBelowChild(), pBelowBox);

for(int i = 0 ; i < 6 ; ++i)
pParent->getAboveChild()->setRope(pParent->getRope(i),i));

pParent->getAboveChild()->setRope(
pParent->getAboveChild()->getNodeId(),above);
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pAboveBox->min[axis] = splitPos;

processNode(pParent->getAboveChild(), pAboveBox);

delete pBelowBox;
delete pAboveBox;

}
Code sample 4.7: Construction of ropes in extended kd-tree.

After extending the tree with rope connectors and assigning bounding boxes to the leaf nodes a 
flattening were performed. This stores all nodes in an aligned array of C style structs which later 
can be transferred between the Cell elements. A short and simplified listing of how the flattening 
process works is shown below. This is also done by traversing the kd-tree recursively.

void flattenTree(RTKDNode* pLeft, RTKDNode* pRight)
{

if(nAllocedNodes < = nextFreeNode *2){
− if true reallocate array with 'nAllocedNodes*2' elements.

Necessary because size of array can't be determined before flattening 
starts.
}

unsigned int uiLeft = nextFreeNode++;
unsigned int uiRight = nextFreeNode++;

if(pLeft->isLeaf == false){
nodeArray[uiLeft].initInterior(pLeft);
nodeArray[uiLeft].uiAboveChild = 2*sizeof(node);

- create ropes as integer offsets based on the 'uiNodeId' 
that identifies each node

flattenTree(pLeft->getBelowChild(), pLeft->getAboveChild());

}
else{

nodeArray[uiLeft].initLeaf(pLeft);
nextFreeLeaf++;
boxVolumeStore[nextFreeLeaf] = pLeft->getBoxVolume();

− create ropes as integer offsets based on the 'uiNodeId' that 
identifies each node

}

if(pRight->isLeaf == false){
nodeArray[uiRight].initInterior(pRight);
nodeArray[uiRight].uiAboveChild = (nextFreeNode-

uiRight)*sizeof(node);

- create ropes as integer offsets based on the 'uiNodeId' 
that identifies each node
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flattenTree(pRight->getBelowChild(), 
pRight->getAboveChild());

}
else{

nodeArray[uiRight].initLeaf(pLeft);
nextFreeLeaf;
boxVolumeStore[nextFreeLeaf] = pRight->getBoxVolume();

− create ropes as integer offsets based on the 'uiNodeId' that 
identifies each node

}
Code sample 4.9: Flattening of the extended kd-tree

4.2.2 Single ray traversal
Single ray traversal of the extended kd-tree work as follows [StacklessTrav]. Assumed that a leaf 
node is entered during traversal, if the single ray does not intersect anything in this leaf it is 
determined which face of the bounding volume of the leaf the ray exits. This is made with the 
coordinates of the box intersection. Traversal is continued by following the “rope” of this face to 
the adjacent node. When following ropes between nodes the exit point of the first node becomes 
an entry point for the next node. If rope leads to a leaf as well the ray is intersected against the 
contained geometry. On the other hand if the rope leads to a inner node a down traversal is made 
until another leaf is reached. If no intersection is found in this leaf another rope is followed just as 
before. As shown during construction not all ropes leads to adjacent nodes. In the case a rope has 
no end, i.e. rope equals zero or NULL, the ray is terminated and traversal ends.

4.2.3 Ray packet traversal
The ray packet traversal is an extension of the single ray algorithm. It operates on one node at a 
time by intersecting only those rays in the packet that intersect the node volume. As previously 
stated the ray packet algorithm requires non-optimized ropes. This way, linking is always made to 
the root of the other sub tree of the common ancestor of the two linked nodes. By using non 
optimized ropes all rays are collected in the linked node that cross from the previous node. For 
the algorithm to work, every ray in the ray packet need to maintain a separate state. Every ray 
need to be associated with a current traversed node as well as the entry point into that node. Only 
rays that have the same current traversed node as the node currently being traversed in the tree 
take part in the computations. These rays are named active rays in the following text. A down 
traversal step is done according to a few steps in the given order.

 The current node of all active rays is advanced either to the above or below child 
depending on whether the entry point is below or above the split plane.

 The traversed node is advanced either to the below or above child according to the 
following rules.
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1. If the entry point of all active rays lies on the same side of the split plane, that 
node is chosen.

2. If the directions of all active rays that have their entry point in child node A point 
toward the other child B with respect to the splitting dimension, node A is chosen 
and vice versa.

3. If none of the two two rules above are true the node with more entry points are 
chosen.

The first two rules signifies a coherent set of rays and in the case of the third rule a incoherent 
case exist. Down traversal, as in the other algorithm, stops when a leaf is reached. After 
intersecting all active rays with the leafs geometry the current node of the active rays that 
terminate in this leaf are set to null. Thus a terminated ray can never become active again. As in 
the single ray case, this is followed by determining the exit point and exit node for each active ray 
by intersection against the nodes box volume. This defines the new entry points and new current 
nodes for the active rays in the ray packet. In general, all active rays will not leave through the 
same face of the traversed node volume, therefore it is necessary to choose which node next to 
process. Obviously, the next node need to be one of the current nodes of all non-terminated rays. 
The choice of any node of the current nodes in the ray packet would yield a correct traversal. A 
optimal node can however be picked by observing that the tree is constructed in depth first order 
and that two children of a node are stored sequentially in memory. Nodes deeper in the tree are at 
a higher memory addresses than their parents. Choosing the node corresponding to the highest 
memory address guarantees that once a node N is entered with a set of active rays A, only nodes 
from the sub tree of N will be processed until all rays in A exit N. When the next traversed node is 
chosen the down traversal continues.

Figure 4.5: Conditions for ray packet  traversal of extended kd-tree. Top: All rays have an entry point in 
the left node, this node is chosen in down traversal. Middle: All rays with entry point on the left have 
positive direction related to the split axis. The left node is chosen so rays can rejoin in the right. Bottom: 
The node that contains more entry points is chosen and lower the chance that this node has to be revisited.

As the algorithm above [StacklessTrav] for ray packets would work in theory on a single 
processor with access to the full tree, something needs to be added if an implementation on the 
cell were to be made. Assuming it would be desirable to execute this method on a SPE, 
functionality needs to be added for memory accesses of the tree. In the section kd node cache, in 
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chapter 7, it it explained how the cache of nodes is updated during traversal. In the case of 
traversing the extended tree this issue would become slightly more complicated. As explained a 
traversal is not only made by one but on five nodes, assuming the ray packet contains four rays, 
the traversed node and four current nodes belonging to the rays. As the traversal progress it is 
possible that five nodes are from places wide spread over the tree. As the SPE cache of nodes 
consists of sequentially stored nodes and the tree is constructed front-down, following a rope on a 
large tree could mean moving to a node outside of current cache. According to these observations 
it would not be enough to have a single cache of nodes. Instead a solution would be to use five 
separate caches, one for the traversed node and four others for the rays. The caches could be 
updated the same way as described by examining if a node moves outside of the current cache 
and then make a call to update the nodes in that cache. All conditionals if the traversed node is 
equal to any of the current nodes of the rays, need to be made based on address in main memory 
domain. Also to find the node with the highest address must be for main memory addresses. 
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Chapter 5:
Ray-Box Intersection

A efficient ray tracer requires functionality to intersect a single ray or a ray packet with a 
bounding box or bounding volume. By performing an intersection against the bounding volume 
of the spatial index structure as the first test it can be determined if the structure need to be 
traversed or not. If the ray or ray packet misses the bounding volume completely there is no need 
to traverse the structure and it can be moved on to the next ray or ray packet. Furthermore, in the 
case of ray packets it can be determined which rays that enters the structure and which who 
doesn't. Rays that miss the structure can be inactivated and need not take part in further 
computations. This chapter will demonstrate a ray-box intersection method for packets of four 
rays. The method below [Box] assume a box are available and is stored with ordered corners min 
and max.

5.1 Ray packet – Box Volume Intersection
This method uses SIMD instructions to make it possible to perform operations on multiple rays at 
the same expense of a single ray. The result is four values of tmin and four values of tmax.. The 
code shown refers to code used on the SPU, a function does also exist on the PPU where the only 
difference is the prefix of the SIMD intrinsics (ex. spu_mul is equivalent to vec_mul on the PPU). 
The type vec_float4 is an abbreviation for a four element vector of floats.

vec_float4 tmin, tmax;   // result values  
tmin = 0;
tmax = +infinity;

vec_float4 invDirX = spu_invert(raypacket.direction.x);
vec_float4 invDirY = spu_invert(raypacket.direction.y);
vec_float4 invDirZ = spu_invert(raypacket.direction.z);

vec_float4 tmp   = spu_splats(boxVolume.min.x);
vec_float4 tmp2 = spu_splats(raypacket.origin.x);

vec_float4 clipMinX = spu_mul(spu_sub(tmp, tm2), invDirX);
vec_float4 clipMaxX = spu_mul(spu_sub(spu_splats(boxVolume.max.x), 

spu_splats(raypacket.origin.x), invDirX);

vec_float4 cmpX = spu_cmpgt(raypacket.direction.x  0);

tmin = spu_max(tmin, spu_update(cmpX, clipMinX, clipMaxX);
tmax = spu_min(tmax, spu_update(cmpX, clipMaxX, clipMinX);

vec_float4 clipMinY = spu_mul(spu_sub(spu_splats(boxVolume.min.y), 
spu_splats(raypacket.origin.y), invDirY;

vec_float4 clipMaxY = spu_mul(spu_sub(spu_splats(boxVolume.max.y) 
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spu_spats(raypacket.origin.y), invDirY);

vec_float4 cmpY = spu_cmpgt(raypacket.direction.y 0);

tmin = spu_max(tmin, spu_update(cmpY, clipMinY, clipMaxY);
tmax = spu_min(tmax, spu_update(cmpY, clipMaxY, clipMinY);

vec_float4 clipMinZ = spu_mul(spu_sub(spu_splats(boxVolume.min.z), 
spu_splats(raypacket.orgin.z), invDirZ);

vec_float4 clipMaxZ = spu_mul(spu_sub(spu_splats(boxVolume.max.z). 
spu_splats(raypacket.origin.z), invDirZ);

vec_float4 cmpZ = spu_cmpgt(raypacket.direction.z, 0);

tmin = spu_max(tmin, spu_update(cmpZ, clipMinZ, clipMaxX);
tmax = spu_min(tmax, spu_update(cmpZ, clipMaxZ, clipMinZ);

Code sample 5.2: Ray packet – box volume intersection. The spu_update intrinsic and a few other 
intrinsics found in the above listing are a combination of more than one intrinsic and are explained in the 
section spu composite intrinsics. 

It is possible to determine if a ray misses the box volume or not just by comparing the resulting 
values of tmin and tmax. If tmin are found to be greater than tmax then the ray has not entered the 
box volume and intersection for the ray or rays can be terminated.
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Chapter 6:
Triangular surfaces

The implementation of the ray caster currently supports intersection against triangle primitives. 
Future extensions as NURBS, patches or Iso-surfaces have been considered as they are supported 
by OpenSG. Triangles are a fairly simple and easily understood concept for storing scene 
primitives and are today still the standard primitive for graphics hardware. The complexity of a 
scene is often measured as the number of triangles it contains. 

6.1 Preprocessing triangles
As triangles quite often are stored in the form of a vertex list and a index list, the ray caster has 
functionality to process these lists to a more suitable form [Ingo], in ray casting purposes, by 
converting a triangle to a form in this document called accelerated triangle. This form makes 
intersection easier and result in a performance gain. 

Basic triangle Accelerated triangle
struct point{
float x,y,z;
}

struct triangle{
point a, b, c;
}

struct accTriangle{
//plane
float nU, nV, nD;
unsigned int k; // projection 

dimension

// line equation for line ac
float bNU, bNV, bD;

// line equation for line ab
float cNU, cNV, cD

// data used to identify triangle
unsigned int uiTriId, uiObjId;

Figure 6.1. Two different ways to store a triangle, the basic alternative which consists of the points and the 
accelerated form to be preferred for ray tracing.

In order to convert the triangle made up of three points to the more suitable format above a 
method is initially used on all triangles. The original format can afterwards be deleted since it has 
no use in the ray caster. 

void setup( point A, point B, point B, unsigned int objId, 
unsigned int triId){

uiObjId = objId;
uiTriId = triId;
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Vector3D a = A – B;
Vector3D b = C – A;

Vector3D n = crossproduct(a, b);
- Normalize n

if(absolute value of n.x > absolute value n.y){
    if( | n.x | > | n.z |)
        k = 0;
    else
        k =2;

}
else{

    if( | n.y |  > | n.z | )
        k = 1;
    else
        k = 2;

}
u = ( k + 1 ) % 3;
v = ( k + 2 ) % 3;

n = n / n[k];

nU = n[u];
nV = n[v];
nD = dotproduct( n , A);

rDiv = ( b[u] * c[v] – b[v] * c[u]);

bNU = -b[v] / rDiv:
bNV = b[u] / rDiv;
bD = ( b[v] * A[u] – b[u] * A[v]) / rDiv;

cNU = c[v] / rDiv;
cNV = -c[u] / rDiv;
cD = (c[u] * A[v] – c[v] * A[u] ) / rDiv;

}
Code sample 6.1: Set-up of accelerated triangle

The function shown above does compute all the necessary values for an accelerated triangle. It 
also tags the newly created triangle with an object id and a triangle id. These tags are used in 
other parts of the application, the object id comes to use when the stage contains more than one 
cache. The triangle id is used, for example, in each SPE cache of triangles. For all but very small 
scenes, all triangles does not fit into the SPE local store. The triId tag makes it easy for the SPEs 
to identify a triangle and greatly simplifies maintenance of the local store triangle cache. As 
known from the characteristics of a kd-tree the same triangle can exist in more than one node.
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6.2 Triangle intersection
The intersection algorithm used is almost identical to the algorithm proposed by Wald et al 
[Wald04]. Its fundamental idea is to project a triangle onto one of three axis-aligned planes. This 
makes it possible to carry out calculations in 2D instead of 3D which reduce the number of 
operations.  The algorithm determines the barycentric coordinates of an eventual hit which gets 
stored in a hit packet. A discussion of hit packets can be found in previous chapters, but basically 
it contains the hit coordinates, a distance and the two tags associated with the triangle. 

In the same way as SIMD extensions were used to speed up traversal, SIMD extensions were also 
used to make the triangle intersection faster. The implementation, as with traversal, support both 
single ray intersection and ray packet intersection. The code sample 6.2 shows a listing of the 
SIMD algorithm used, also this is for a ray tile of 4 rays. Processing a ray envelope of larger size 
only means the algorithm is iterated, i.e. an envelope of 4 x 4 ray tiles requires this method to be 
executed 16 times.

The first couple of instructions compute the distances, f, between the ray origins and the triangle 
plane using the precomputed normal data in the accelerated triangle. If the distance of the current 
intersection is greater than the previous intersection for all active rays the method is terminated at 
this point. The subsequent instructions computes the barycentric coordinates lambda and mue as 
well as performing a few exit point checks. If all of the exit checks are passed a valid intersection 
are stored in a hit packet. The parameter uiActive contains information on which of the four rays 
that are active. Out of the 32 bits in this integer only the four bits are used to control which rays 
that are active or not, for example a ray tile whit only the first and fourth ray active would have 
the last for bits of uiActive set to 1001.

#define KU = aMod[triangle->uiProj +1]
#define KV = aMod[triangle->uiProj +1]

void intersectTriangleSIMD(fourHitPacket_t* foruHitPacket,
    rayTile_t* rayTile,
    unsigned int uiCache,
    unsigned int uiActive){

static const aMod[] = {0, 1, 2, 0, 1};

vec_float4 nd = spu_add(spu_mul(triangle->nU, 
rayTile->fDir[KU]),

spu_mul(triangle->nV, 
rayTile->fDir[KV]));

const float f = (triangle->nD – rayTile->
vOriginA[triangle->uiProj] -

     triangle->nU * rayTile->vOriginA[KU] -
     triangle->nV * rayTile->vOriginA[KV]);

nd = spu_add(nd, rayTile->fDir[triangle->uiProj]);
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nd = spu_c_invert(nd);

vec_float4 f4 = spu_mul(nd, spu_splats(f));
vec_float4 fDist4 = fourHitPacket->rDist;
vec_float4 mask = spu_convtf(spu_and(spu_cmpgt(fDist4, f4), 

     spu_cmpgt(f4, SIMDEps)), 0);

if((spu_c_movemask(mask) & uiActive) == 0) return;

const vec_float4 hu = spu_add(rayTile->vOriginA[KU], 
spu_mul(f4, rayTile->fDir[KU]));

const vec_float4 hv = spu_add(rayTiel->vOriginA[KV], 
spu_mul(f4, rayTile->fDir[KV]));

vec_float4 lambda = spu_add(spu_mul(hu, triangle->bNU), 
spu_mul(hv, triangle->bNV));

mask = spu_and(mask, spu_c_cmple(SIMDZERO, lamda));

if((spu_c_movemask(mask) & uiActive) == 0) return;

vec_float4 mue = spu_add(spu_mul(hu, triangle->cNU), 
  spu_mul(hv, triangle->cNV));

mue = spu_add(mue, triangle->cD);

mask = spu_and(mask, spu_c_cmple(SIMDZero, lambda));

if((spu_c_movemask(mask) & uiActive) == 0) return;

const vec_float4 finalMask = 
spu_and(spu_c_cmple(spu_add(lambda, mue,) SIMDOne),

   mask);
const unsigned int uiFinalMask = spu_c_movemask(finalMask) 

& uiActive;

if(finalMask == = ) return;

vec_uint4 maskCheck {0x01, 0x02, 0x04, 0x08);
vec_uint4 res = spu_cmpgt(spu_and(uiFinalMask, maskCheck),

SIMDZero);

fourHitPacket->rDist = spu_sel(f4,fourHitPacket->rDist, 
res);

fourHitPacket->rDist = spu_sel(lambda, fourHitPacket->rU, 
res);

fourHitPacket->rDist = spu_sel(mue, fourHitPacket->rV, 
res);

fourHitPacket->rDist = spu_sel(spu_splats(
triangle->uiObjdId), 
fourHitPacket->uiObjId, res);

fourHitPacket->rDist = spu_sel(spu_splats(
triangle->uiTriId),
fourHitPacket->uiTriId, res);

fourHitPacket->rDist = spu_sel(spu_splats(uiCacheId),
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fourHitPacket->uiCacheId, res);

Code sample 6.3: SIMD triangle intersection

6.3 Triangle shading
As there is no access to the GPU on an off-the-shelf PlayStation3 there is no possibility for 
hardware supported shading as of today. The consequence of this is that shading needs to be done 
either by the PPE or SPEs. It could, however, be possible to access the GPU in the future if the 
manufacturers decides so, therefore a shader were written for the PPE and no attempt to move 
this code to the SPE were made. The shading algorithm implemented were rather simple and will 
not be discussed in this report.
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Chapter 7:
Porting for the Cell Broadband Engine

To write an application for the Cell processor is vastly different in many ways from developing 
for a standard single processor machine. The cells unique architecture and different element must 
be studied in depth to successfully develop on the platform. Memory management and caches 
require a special approach to achieve an efficient and stable application. To implement from 
scratch in a single step an application which fully utilizes all the elements in the cell would be too 
much even for the most experienced cell programmer. To make the work process simpler a few 
steps have been followed through the implementation. 

1. Implement algorithms for a single processor, i.e. develop on the PPE and don't pay 
attention to other elements.

2. Transform scalar code to vector where data parallelism exist or can be created.

3. Port relevant code for execution on the SPE.

4. Parallelize the code for execution on multiple SPE.

5. Tune the code for performance on the SPE

In other words, a starting point is to develop something that works on a single processor, the 
PowerPC in this case. This leaves many concerns such as memory flow, synchronization and 
parallel execution to a later stage. When ready with this step, parts of functionality can be 
offloaded to the SPEs with the challenges that come with this. When it comes to ray tracing and 
ray casting the data can be divided into three fundamental blocks. The rays, the scene elements, 
and the resulting hits obtained by intersecting the rays with the scene elements. There exists more 
of course, but those will not be discussed in this chapter. This chapter will start with a discussion 
of these three entities and explain how they are implemented.

As OpenSG is mainly written in C++ the single processor implementation of the tracer was also 
chosen to be develop in C++. This was the obvious choice and saved a lot of developing time. 
This allowed template classes to be used for the different cases of single rays and ray packets. 
Furthermore OpenSG base types and math library could be used. At the stage of porting this gave 
some issues because only C can be used on the SPEs. Reordering of classes into C style structs 
were  necessary at many places of the application.

7.1 Primary rays

As mentioned before rays can either be processed as single rays or in ray packets. A ray packet is 
in this text called a ray tile and is a packet of four rays. Other sizes would be possible but was 
chosen to four to be compatible with SIMD extensions that operate on vectors of 16 bytes, i.e. 
four 32 bit floats. On top of this a ray tile can be grouped in to a larger entity named ray envelope. 
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This is done to exploit ray coherence even further. An individual SPE does not have access to all 
ray in the scene, there is no need for that, but merely the rays assigned by the PPE. For most 
scenes the all scene elements does not fit into a SPE local store either which makes ray coherence 
important to utilize. The idea is that adjacent rays are following close paths and therefore 
intersects the same or adjacent cells in the scene. As the local storage of an individual SPE is too 
small to fit the entire scene the number of updates to the scene data is minimized when rays are 
more coherent. The size of then envelope can easily be scaled, both horizontally and vertically, in 
number of ray tiles. The SPE are highly SIMD optimized and therefore only support for ray 
packets has been implemented. However the PPE has full support for intersection and ray set-up 
of single rays. 

DirectionRay1.x DirectionRay2.x DirectionRay3.x DirectionRay4.x

DirectionRay1.y DirectionRay2.y DirectionRay3.y DirectionRay4.y

DirectionRay1.z DirectionRay2.z DirectionRay3.z DirectionRay4.z

Origin.x Origin.y Origin.z padding
Figure 7.1: Memory layout of a ray tile. The direction and origin are represented in 4 element vectors of 16 
byte each: (Total size 64 bytes)

Raytile (1,1) Raytile (1,2) Raytile (1,3) Raytile (1,4)

Raytile (2,1) Raytile (2,2) Raytile (2,3) Raytile (2,4)

Raytile (3,1) Raytile (3,2) Raytile (3,3) Raytile (3,4)

Raytile (4,1) Raytile (4,2) Raytile (4,3) Raytile (4,4)
Figure 7.2. Example of a 4x4 Ray Envelope. The envelope contains 16 ray tiles equivalent to 64 rays. Total  
size 1024 bytes.

The rays must somehow be linked to two dimensional coordinates to make shading and rendering 
possible. These coordinates represent where the ray pierces the image plane. In the 
implementation this is called ray info store and is basically an array of the same length as the 
number of single ray or ray tiles in the scene. In case of single ray only one 2D coordinate is 
required per ray. A ray tile only needs one two coordinate as well but a boolean value to indicate 
if a ray is active or not. The boolean allows for a greater flexibility of the ray tracer as it allows 
for arbitrary scene resolutions. As it assumed that the ray tile consists of two horizontal rays and 
two vertical rays, .i.e rays that belong to a two by two square of pixels, only the top left pixel 
coordinate are stored. The other coordinates can easily be derived if needed.

Every frame requires an evaluation of the ray directions. The ray direction is dependent of the 
scene camera so the ray set-up must start with an update of the camera. From the camera values a 
direction for the top left ray tile are determined. Based on this top left direction and a vertical and 
horizontal offset the ray tiles are of the scene are looped in a left to right, top to bottom manner. 
When moving on to the next ray tile a horizontal or vertical update are done. 
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- Get scene width and height in pixels.
- Update length of ray tile array and ray info array according to scene dimensions.
- Get Camera

Matrix mCam  ← get world matrix from Camera // 3x3 matrix

float verticalOffset = atan('camera field of view' / 2.0);
float horisontalOffset = (verticalOffset * sceneHeight) / sceneWidth;

Vec3f vRight  ←top row of 'mCam' matrix
Vec3f vUp ← middle row of 'mCam' matrix
Vec3f vOrigin ←bottom row of 'mCam' matrix
Vec3f vDir = 0.0, 0.0, -1.0;  // direction negative z-axis, eye looking into scene from image plane, 

Multiply mCam with vDir

vRight = vRight * vertivalOffset;
vUp = vUp * horisontalOffset;

Vec3f vCurrV = vTopLeft;  //  introduce two vectors to be updated for every tile
Vec3f vCurrH = vTopLeft;  //  time a move is made right or down in ray setup

loop all vertical ray tiles
    set vCurrV equal to vCurrH
    loop all horisontal ray tiles

        setupTile(vCurrV, vRight, vUp, vOrigin)
   update vCurrV

    update vCurrH

Code sample 7.1. Pseudo code for primary ray setup on PPE.

7.2 Scene data
Two acceleration structures were implemented, a kd-tree and an extended version of the kd-tree. 
For the memory layout of the acceleration structures see the chapter, Acceleration Structures and 
traversal. The acceleration structures are highly similar and in fact the extended KD, as the name 
indicates, is build on top of the KD-tree. The KD-tree has been used several times before in ray 
tracers and has been proven to be a stable and reliable structure for scene descriptions. Based on 
it previous usage and relative simplicity to implement it was chosen. The construction algorithm 
for a kd-tree can be written fast enough to run every frame, i.e. a rebuild of the tree is done for 
every single frame is made. The construction of a kd-tree or extended tree does include a lot of 
conditionals and does not show any apparent data parallelism. Therefore it was evident that the 
tree had to be constructed on the PPE and would not be feasible to port onto a SPE at a later 
stage. The construction is made in two stages, first a non-optimized tree, in terms of memory 
occupancy, is created. This tree uses pointers to link parents to their children and does not have 
any memory alignment. After this is completed the tree is flattened, in the sense that the entire 
tree gets converted to an array and the elements are linked with offsets instead of pointers. The 
reason for this is that it shows several benefits. It is easier to examine the content of the tree; it is 
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straightforward to write the entire array of nodes to the console or even to a file for examination. 
The size of the tree is easily controlled. The array storage form makes it easy to move from one 
processor to one other, as it is straightforward to move array parts from PPE to SPE local store 
just by the use of two values (start element and end element). The latter is of great importance 
when parallelizing over multiple SPEs.

The KD-tree uses three arrays, a node array, a primitive index array and a triangle array. The root 
node also has a bounding box stored to speed up intersection. The extended tree have these three 
arrays but have an extra array of bounding boxes as well. In the extended tree all leaves plus the 
root node have a bounding box associated with them. 

7.3 Hit data
The aim of a ray caster/ray tracer is to find intersections and the intersection data needs to be 
stored in an appropriate format. The intersection method writes to the hit packets and the hit 
packets are used as basis for the shading. Every packets need to be associated with a ray which in 
turn is associated with a pixel. Therefore the number of hit packets is equal to the number of rays 
in the scene. As with rays either hit packets of a single ray can be used or hit packets of four rays. 
However, as ray packets are linked to ray info packets and therefore needs to be ordered this is 
not needed for hit packets. Hit packets need not be processed in a left to right, top to bottom 
manner, as rays do, and can therefore be written and processed in any order. The only requirement 
is that there are an equal number of hit packets and ray packets. 

single_hit_packet{
float rDist;
float rU;
float rV;
unsigned int uiCacheId;
unsigned int uiObjId;
unsigned int uiTriId;

unsigned int uiX, uiY;
RayPacket *pRayPacket;

}

four_hit_packet{
float rDist[4];
float rU[4];
float rV[4];
unsigned int uiCacheId[4];
unsigned int uiObjId[4];
unsigned int uiCacheId[4]

unsigned int uiX, uiY;
FourRayPacket *pRayPacket;

}
Code sample 7.2: Hit packet memory layout.
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7.4 Porting strategy
Before starting the process of porting code for the SPEs it is necessary to decide which parts to 
address. There are several programming models that can be utilized on the Cell. The most 
common and maybe most efficient, are to use the cell as a streaming like processor, where one 
processor process the data and send it forward to the next processor to do further processing and 
so on. In this case all elements work on the entire data set but perform different processing. This 
requires highly tuned work load balance and is feasibly only for algorithms that have a clear 
distinction between different parts of the processing steps. For example a video decoder/encoder, 
in which every frame could be sent from SPE to the next and finally to the PPE, would be an 
application suitable for this programming model. However, a ray caster is different in many ways. 
Compared to the video processor where the footage is the data set a ray caster have many 
different types of data sets, rays, scene elements, hit data, pixels etc. Accesses to elements in 
these data sets are done in a random manner, especially for the scene elements (triangles etc.). 
Due to this characteristic of a ray caster, a different programming model was chosen. Instead of 
making a SPE perform a small part of ray casting algorithm each SPE runs a full scaled ray 
caster. The rays are divided between the SPEs, but each SPE runs the entire ray casting algorithm 
on its assigned rays. After deciding this the number of active SPEs simply becomes a scaling 
parameter. The PPE take care of dividing the rays for the active SPEs and do the necessary 
pre-/post processing and synchronization. Each SPE perform ray set-up, traversal of acceleration 
structure and ray versus element intersection. A PlayStation 3 does contain a GPU but no access 
was available as the GPU are locked for all independent third party developers at the time of this 
work. Due to this fact the shading part of the application were to remain on the PPE and can 
perhaps be ported to the GPU in the future if access were made available. 

The cycle of one frame can be split in the following steps. The list is not exhaustive, for example 
as previously mentioned, every frame begin with a kd-tree build up which is not included in the 
list. In terms of porting to SPE this can be excluded but its existence should not be forgotten.

1. PPE prepares ray data for SPE

1. SPE fetches data to begin Primary Ray setup

2. SPE perform ray setup and transfer data to main memory / PPE prepares intersection data 
for SPE

3. SPE signals done to PPE

4. PPE signal SPE to begin intersection

5. SPE fetches data and perform intersection

6. SPE transfer to main memory and signals done

7. PPE post process data

8. PPE performs shading

As shown from the steps it is the SPE that initialize the memory transfer. This could also be done 
by the PPE but is deliberately chosen this way. The motivation is that number of SPEs will 
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always be greater than the PPE, hence should as much code as possibly be offloaded from the 
PPE. By approaching it this way it is necessary for one SPE to be informed with addresses in 
main memory. The use of a control block is therefore essential. A control block is a structure 
initialized by the PPE that contain important information about addresses and sizes of data 
packets. As previously explained a SPE is activated by the PPE and during that the address of the 
control block is transferred.  The activation of a SPE is straightforward; first a context is created 
followed up by a load instruction of the code to be run by the SPE. This is followed up by the 
creation of a SPE-thread which starts the SPE-executable. 

The control blocks has the following appearance and is the SPEs primary resource for read and 
write operations to memory, and thus exists in local store for the SPE threads entire life cycle. 
Each control block have different addresses for the data it is assigned to. The type 'EA_t' is used 
for effective addresses and is nothing more than a typedef of a 64-bit unsigned integer. Effective 
address is used to indicate the address in in main memory domain, for addresses in local store 
domain the term local store address is used.

struct controlblock{
unsigned int speID;    // unique identifier for spe
unsigned int uiCache;  // number of caches in scene
unsigned int uiEnvelopes; // number of envelopes 

assigned to SPE
unsigned int uiTargetWidth; // width in pixels of 

target/scene
unsigned int uiTargetHeight;

EA_t eaRayBase; // effective address of 1st ray 
envelope

EA_t eaRayInfoBase; // effective address of 1st ray info 
envelope

EA_t eaHitBase;

EA_t eaRayEnvelope; // 1st ray envelope assigned to spe
EA_t eaRayInfoEnvelope; // 1st ray info envelope assigned to 

spe
EA_t eaPrimRaySetupPack; // ea to data package needed for ray 

setup
EA_t eaEnvelopeInfo; // ea to info packages for 

envelopes(x,y coord)
EA_t cacheInfoPack; // ea to info pack of 1st cache
EA_t cacheBoxVolume; // ea to bounding volume of 1st cache
EA_t eaHitEnvelope; // 1st hit envelope assigned to spe
EA_t pad[3];
}

Code sample 7.3: Control block memory layout

As you can see the control block contain mostly effective addresses and its members is frequently 
accessed during execution, to perform memory transfers. The size of the block is 128 bytes which 
is the optimal alignment for Cell applications.
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7.5 Primary ray set-up on SPEs
The PPU primary ray set-up has already been explained. Basically all rays or ray tiles are looped 
beginning with the ray corresponding to the top left pixel. For every new ray, or ray tile, the 
direction are updated with an offset value. Mapping to SPEs require several issues to be 
addressed. First of all, OpenSG types cannot be used on the SPE. The PPU ray set up used 3 
dimensional vector types etc. and the rays are stored in C++ vector types. As previously 
mentioned C++ can not be used on the SPEs so vectors or any other dynamic memory type 
cannot be used. This means that a ray or ray tile can not be transferred directly to the SPE. 
Furthermore, it was decided to group rays together in a larger entity called envelopes when 
executing on the SPE. This made it necessary to create a second storage, a C type array of ray 
envelopes of the same size of the C++ vector. To be able to use multiple SPEs for ray set-up the 
ray envelopes had to be divided and assigned somehow. The solution was to split the ray 
envelopes evenly over the available SPEs. For example if the scene consists of 1200 ray 
envelopes and 6 SPEs were available, the first 200 ray envelopes would be assigned to the first 
SPE, ray envelope 200-400 would be assigned to the second SPE and so on. When dividing the 
scene over active SPEs and assigning envelopes it is somehow necessary to send data of where 
the envelopes fit into the full scene. This is done with small packets containing information of x,y 
coordinates of envelopes. These packages are 16 byte aligned to make DMA transfers possible 
and exist one per ray envelope.

struct envelopeInfo{
unsigned int eId;
unsigned int topX;
unsigned int topY;
unsigned int pad;

}

Based on the fact that the ray set-up requires a fixed number of operations it should be assumed 
that all SPEs would be approximately equally fast in their ray set-up and thus could take an equal 
part of the workload. The remaining problem and the most essential one is the memory flow 
control. The size of the local store is rather small so it is obvious that all envelopes assigned to a 
SPE cannot fit into its local store. Therefore the SPEs divides the assigned envelopes into 
batches, envelopes in one batch are processed and then transferred to main memory. 

1. PPE allocates memory for full set of ray envelopes.

2. PPE divides and assigns envelopes equally over all available SPEs.

3. SPE fetches envelope info structs belonging to assigned envelopes.

4. SPE performs ray set-up and transfer to main memory in batches.

5. PPU converts envelopes to its original form and copies to the primary ray storage.

Step number five could be eliminated by rewriting the code on the PPE. It would be possible and 
preferable to make use of only one ray buffer on the PPE. However as the ray caster first was 
implemented in C++ it would require a considerable effort on the PPE code to make use of a 
single buffer instead of two. When analysing the SPE code it was obvious that the bottle neck was 
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the transfers to main memory. For every batch of ray envelopes it was required for the SPE to 
wait for the transfers to complete until the next batch could be started. To make the set-up run 
faster double buffers were created. This allows every single SPE to run set-up on two buffers 
simultaneously, one batch is being transferred while at the same time ray set-up calculations are 
being done on the second buffer. 

  rayEnvelope_t* pRayEnvelopeBuffer[2];        // two pointers to 
the start of

  rayInfoEnvelope_t* pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[2];// the buffers used

  char swap = 0;

  const unsigned int loopCount = (UInt32)cb.uiEnvelopes/batchCount;
  const unsigned int finalBatch = cb.uiEnvelopes -

(loopCount*batchCount);
   
  for(i = 0 ; i < loopCount ; ++i)
    {

Setup rays in buffers pointed by 
'pRayEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' and 

'pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' 

Start transfer of buffer pointed by 
'pRayEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' and 

'pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' 
to main memory

      Wait for DMA transfer of
'pRayEnvelopeBuffer[swap^1]' and 

'pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[swap^1]' 
to complete

     swap^=1;   // change buffer
    }
  

Setup remaining envelopes  in buffers pointed by
'pRayEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' and 'pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' 

    
Start transfer of buffer pointed by 
'pRayEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' and 'pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[swap&1]' 
to main memory

Wait for all DMA transfers to complete
Code sample 7.4: Double buffered primary ray setup on SPE

The above listing shows generally how a double buffered primary ray set-up is done. As 
mentioned it makes use of two buffers and performs the DMA transfer asynchronously. The 
variable loopCount signifies how many loops of batches must be done by dividing the total 
number of envelopes assigned to the SPE by the number of envelopes in one batch. As this in 
most cases is not an integer value, a final batch is needed to transfer the remaining envelopes. 
Before the method finishes it waits for all DMA transfers to complete.
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7.6 Primary ray intersection on SPE

7.6.1 Introduction to Cache Maintenance 
On the SPE is it necessary to have a fixed size of the different caches in contrast to the PPE where 
as many nodes, triangles etc. can be stored as long as there is enough RAM available. The 
number of nodes in a scene can often be well up to a couple of thousands and all this data can not 
fit into a SPE local store. It is therefore necessary to fetch scene nodes on demand and this is not 
an easy task to implement efficiently. The way this is implemented has great influence on the 
speed of the application. As mentioned before, time spent waiting for DMA transfers to complete 
easily becomes a bottleneck for the application. The key to this was to make self maintained 
caches and carefully insert method calls to update the caches into the code. The application uses 
three or four of these self maintained caches depending on the choice of acceleration structure. 
The kd-tree need three caches while the extended kd-tree need one extra cache to store the leaf 
bounding volumes. The most important and the first to be updated are the node cache. 

One of the requirements for the implementation was support for multiple caches. Basically the 
idea was to allow the full scene of all objects to be split over more than one cache and even allow 
some parts not to be included in the cache. This makes it possible to even exclude parts of the tree 
from the ray tracer. When dealing with more than one cache it is necessary to send elemetary 
data, such as number of nodes etc., to a SPE before nodes can be loaded and intersection started. 
This was done by creating, for every cache, a structure called cacheInfoPack. The control block 
previously shown contain the addresses to these structures.

struct struct
{ {

unsigned int uiNodes; unsigned int uiNodes;
unsigned int uiTriangles; unsigned int uiTriangles;
EA_t eaKDNodeCache; EA_t eaKDNodeCache;
EA_t eaPrimIndexCache; EA_t eaPrimIndexCache;
EA_t eaTriCache; EA_eaTriCache; }

EA_t eaBoxCache;
unsigned int pad[2];

}
Code sample 7.5: Left: CacheInfopack for kd-tree. Right: CacheInfoPack for extended kd-tree.
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7.6.2 KD Node cache
The structure of a KD and extended KD-node has previously been shown in this report. If we 
examine the data inside a node more closely it becomes apparent that there is no unique value in a 
node. Two nodes, leafs or inner nodes, with exactly the same values can exist in different places 
of the scene tree. From this we cannot determine by examining the node data if the correct node is 
stored in a SPE local store at one point of execution. 

Node array stored in Main memory (all nodes of scene tree stored sequentially)

Node index 1 2 3 4 5 ... 100 101 102 103 105 ... 995 996 997 998 999 1000

SPE local store cannot fit all nodes, only a interval of all nodes can be stored

Node array of SPE 1

Node index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Node array of SPE 2

Node index 457 458 459 46
0

461 462 463 464 46
5

466

Node array of SPE 3

Node index 50 51 51 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

Node array of SPE 4

Node index 600 601 602 60
3

604 605 607 608 60
9

610

Node array of SPE 5

Node index 920 921 ... 92
8

929

Node array of SPE 6

Node index 211 ... 220
Figure 7.3: Context of node cache in memory and the SPE local store at one point of execution. The SPE 
update their caches independently and can only contain a fixed number of sequential nodes at any given 
time.

The figure above illustrates how the main cache and the SPE caches can look like at one stage of 
execution. The SPE has a short function which updates its local nodes. The problem is when to 
fetch another set of nodes from main memory. When a SPE perform down traversal it will 
eventually move outside of the nodes in its local store. Therefore a simple if-statement is used in 
every traversal step to examine if the correct node are in local store or not. The kd-node cache 
requires a stack and it is therefore necessary to save some extra values in the SPE stack elements 
to be able to correctly update the node cache later, when a stack element is popped. A if-statement 
to check whether the cache needs to be updated is not the most optimal and efficient solution. It 
was implemented as a first solution because of its simplicity, and deeper studies and 
optimizations were not allowed due to time to time constraints. A discussion on how it could 
hypothetically be improved will follow. 
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As it is desired to perform as few as possible updates during traversal since DMA transfers take 
time, and every time a update is requested the application is put on hold until the transfer is 
completed and traversal can continue. It is therefore desired to minimize the number of DMA 
transfers and updates of the cache. Let’s imagine a cache of 31 nodes, as below, has been created. 
This has a depth of four and it would be desirable to call the cache update on the highest depth as 
possible without being forced to wait for the transfer when a leaf is reached. If during traversal 
node number three is reached, if the DMA transfer where to be initiated here nodes 4-9 should be 
loaded and no other updates would be necessary because only leafs 5-6 or 8-9 can be reached. 
Let’s say instead a DMA transfer is initiated at the root node with the first 10 nodes, i.e. nodes 
2-12. If in next step node 17 is selected a new update-call has to be made which will slow down 
the application. To reach higher efficiency in SPE cache maintenance it would be desirable to 
have the tree constructed in both depth first and width first. This would allow each SPE to load 
the top layers of the tree and wait until a certain depth is reached to call for the update. A cache 
size of 7 nodes or larger would fit then entire top three layers and a second update could be called 
at this layer. This would minimize the number of DMA calls and hypothetically increase the 
traversal performance.

1

2 17

3 10 18 25

4 7 11 14 19 22 26 29

5 6 8 9 12 13 15 16 20 21 23 24 27 28 30 31

1

2 3

4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

1

2 3

4 5 6 7

8 11 14 17 20 23 26 29

9 10 12 13 15 16 18 19 21 22 24 25 27 28 30 31
Figure 7.4: Top: Depth first tree. Middle: Width first tree. Bottom: Mix of width and depth
first kd-tree with break between level three and four.
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7.6.3 Primitive Index cache
When using the kd-tree as node cache, every leaf node containing more than one primitive holds 
an index list to reference the triangles inside. On the single processor this were implemented by a 
C++ vector of integer vectors. For a leaf node a reference to the index vector was stored in the 
node data, i.e. in the _pPrimitiveIdx variable. The use of C++ vectors caused some 
problems when this data needed to transferred to SPEs. The dynamic C++ vector is not available 
on the SPE so a work-around was made by allocating a new array with static size. The limit for 
primitive indices per leaf was set to sixteen but could be raised without significant influence of 
the application since it is only integer of 32 bit that is stored.

With this newly allocated array the index vectors were copied into the array. As this array 
contains the indices for all leafs in all caches it is still possible to find the index list corresponding 
to the correct leaf in the correct with the data in the cacheInfoPack previously mentioned. The 
cacheInfo variable holds how many nodes there are in the cache and the primIndexArray is the 
address to the first index list for that node cache. Whenever an update of the node cache is done a 
call to update the primitive index cache is also done to make sure that the index lists are related to 
the nodes currently cached. However since the index lists are not needed until intersection is 
started and not during tree traversal the data transfer of the list does have be completed until 
intersection has begun. This allows the DMA transfer to be restarted, with other index lists,  if the 
node cache is updated.

7.6.4 Box Volume cache
The Box Volume cache is only used by the extended kd-tree and its maintenance is highly similar 
to the primitive index maintenance. Just as every leaf node requires a reference to the triangles 
included a reference to a box volume is needed. In the previous section it was explained when and 
how the node caches were updated by the SPEs. The box volumes do not require any processing 
by the PPE because they are already stored in an array which can be directly transferred. With the 
address of the box volume of the first leaf stored in the cacheInfoPack,box volumes can be 
transferred on request. The only question left is when to call a transfer of box volumes. As the 
box volumes are connected with leafs there is only the need to synchronize the box volume cache 
with the leaf node cache in the case of a leaf cell intersection. The transfer is called when the 
primitive intersections are started and need to be completed when and if it is necessary to follow a 
rope to any of the adjacent leaf nodes. If a rope is followed,  the node cache, primitive index 
cache and also the box volume needs to be updated. 

7.6.5 Triangle cache
The update of the triangle cache is different in many ways to the other caches. One of the 
characteristics of kd-trees is that the same triangle can be in more than one node. That gives the 
possibility that a triangle may well already exist in the SPE local store when a method is called to 
update the cache. From the structure of a triangle it is also obvious that every triangle has a 
unique id, uiTriId, and hence it is easy to determine if the triangle sought already exist in local 
store. As with the other caches it is necessary to determine how many elements to be allowed in 
local store. The size of a single triangle is 48 bytes, which is a multiple of 16 bytes, so DMA 
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transfer of a single triangle is possible if alignment is correct. As triangle intersection is 
performed when a leaf node is reached it is obvious that the triangle cache need to contain the 
correct triangles when an intersection is to be made. A simple and not so efficient way to maintain 
the triangle cache is to call the update function once a leaf is reached in traversal. This is how it is 
implemented today, mainly due to time constraints and the simplicity of its implementation. The 
problem with this is that the application has to wait for the function and DMA transfer to 
complete before triangle intersection can be carried out. A more optimal solution would be to call 
the update function earlier during the traversal, for example at the level above the leaf node, and 
update the cache with triangles contained by more than one leaf node.

void updateTriangleCache(unsigned int nPrimitives, 
  unsigned int* primIndex, 
  unsigned int mfcTagId,
  EA_t eaTriCache)

{
  unsigned int triDMAQueue[nPrimitives];
  unsigned int tri2DMA = 0;
     
  unsigned int i,j;
  for(i=0 ; i < nPrimitives ; ++i)
    {
      _Bool bInLS = 0; 
      for(j=0 ; j < triLimitLS ; ++j)

{
  if( primIndex[i] == triangleAccel[j].uiTriId )
    {
      bInLS = 1;
      break;
    }

}
      if(bInLS==0)

{
  triDMAQueue[tri2DMA] = primIndex[i];
  tri2DMA++;

}
    }
 unsigned int base = mfc_ea2l(eaTriCache);
  unsigned int offset = sizeof(triangleData_t);
  unsigned int dma_list[tri2DMA*2];

  for(i=0 ; i < tri2DMA ; ++i)
    {
      dma_list[2*i]=offset;
      dma_list[2*i+1]=base+offset*triDMAQueue[i];
    }
  spu_mfcdma64(triangleAccel, 

       mfc_ea2h(eaTriCache), 
       (LSA_t) &dma_list,
       sizeof(dma_list),
       mfcTagId+8,
       MFC_GETL_CMD);

  spu_writech(MFC_WrTagMask, 1 << mfcTagId+8);
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  (void)spu_mfcstat(MFC_TAG_UPDATE_ALL);
}

Code sample 7.7: Update method of triangle cache

As shown this method is given two values from a leaf node, the number of primitives and a 
pointer to the primitive index list in the primitive index cache. The function has three parts: in the 
first loop the context of the cache is matched against the triangles in the leaf node. If a triangle is 
not in the cache its identifier is placed on a stack and a counter is incremented by one. After 
completing the loop the function constructs a DMA list, which is an array that simplifies transfers 
from discontinuous areas in main storage to a continuous area in local store. The DMA list 
contains for every triangle, the triangle size and the low half of the triangle effective address. 
After the DMA list is created a DMA command is issued and the application is stalled until the 
transfer has been completed and intersection can be started.

During the initial development all triangles were stored in a C++ vector of triangle objects which 
complicated the port to the cell processor slightly. To quickly convert the triangles into a format 
suitable for DMA transfers a new array of triangle structures were allocated and the triangle data 
were copied. This of course causes memory redundancy and slows down the application but was 
the easiest to keep the application executable on both a single processor and on the Cell 
processor. 

7.6.6 SPE Traversal and Intersection
In previous sections it has been explained how the different caches are updated and kept valid 
during the program execution. This is a requirement to make intersection possible on the SPEs. 
The issue that still remain is how to divide the primary ray envelopes over each individual SPE. 
The simple solution is to follow the approach used during ray set-up, i.e. to split all rays equally 
over all available SPEs. This work efficiently for primary ray set-up only because each ray 
envelope require roughly equally many instructions for set-up. The intersection is very different. 
The number of instructions it takes to intersect a ray envelope vary depending on the nodes the 
rays traverse. A ray envelope could terminate immediately if the ray miss the cache bounding 
volume or it can be required to perform intersection in several leaf nodes. The simple approach to 
split the ray envelopes equally is not the most optimal solution for intersection. Instead an 
algorithm which allows each SPE to request envelopes was developed. This allows the PPE to 
send envelope identifiers to the SPEs when they request for one. This approach also make use of 
double buffering which has been previously explained and allows each SPE to transfer the 
intersection result while performing intersection on a second buffer.

1. PPE signals SPE that ray intersection can commence.

2. SPE waits for a envelope identifier to be sent by PPE (first buffer)

3. SPE starts to load envelope from main memory

4. SPE waits for a envelope identifier to be sent by PPE (second buffer)

5. SPE starts to load envelope from main memory
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6. SPE intersects first buffer and transfer result to main memory

7. SPE waits for envelope identifier (first buffer) and start to load

8. SPE intersects second buffer and transfer result

9. SPE waits for envelope identifier (second buffer) and start to load

In the above approach steps 6 to 9 are repeated until all ray envelopes have been intersected 
against one cache. If there exist more than one cache in the scene a negative envelope identifier 
are sent to the SPEs when no more envelopes are left for intersection with the current cache. This 
allows the application to sync all processors and then start the algorithm over again for the next 
cache. The envelope identifiers are simply 32 bit messages sent by the mailbox channel. This 
algorithm is better in the sense that envelopes are evenly distributed over all SPEs. 

void intersectPrimaryRaysDynamic(){

rayEnvelope_t*  pRayEnvelopeBuffer[2];
rayInfoEnvelope_t* pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[2];
hitEnvelope_t*  pHitEnvelopeBuffer[2];

− assign the pointers above to the start of the allocated buffers

char bufferSwitch = 0;
int eId = {-1, -1};
unsigned int cache, i, envelope;

for(cache = 0 ; cache < controlblock.uiCaches ; ++cache)
{

if(cacheInfoPack[cache].uiNodes <= nodeLimitLS){
− allocate memory for all nodes in cache
− start dma transfer
− update primitive index cache

}
else{

− allocate memory for nodes
− start dma transfer
− update primitive index cache

}
resetTriangleCache();

eId[0] = spu_read_in_mbox();

if(eId[0] == -1) break;

mfc_get(pRayEnvelopeBuffer[0], ...);
mfc_get(pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[0], ...);

if(cache > 0) mfc_get(pHitEnvelopeBuffer[0], ...);

eId[1] = spu_read_in_mbox();
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− wait for nodes and primitive index transfer from main 
memory

while(eId[bufferSwitch^1] != -1){
bufferSwitch^=1;

mfc_get(pRayEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch], ...);
mfc_get(pRayInfoEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch], ...);

if(cache > 0){
− wait for hit envelope transfer to main memory

mfc_get(pHitEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch&1], ...);
− wait for ray ray info envelope transfer from 

main memory
− wait for hit envelope transfer from main 

memory
}
else{

− wait for hit envelope transfer to main memory
− wait for ray and ray info envelope from main 

memory

prepareHitEnvelope(pHitEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch^1]);
}

intersectRayEnvelope(pRayEnvelopBuffer[bufferSwitch^1],
   

pRayInfoEnvelopBuffer[bufferSwitch^1],
   

pHitEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch^1]);

mfc_put(pHitEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch^1];
eId[bufferSwitch ^1] = spu_read_in_mbox(); 

}

− wait for ray, ray info envelopes from main memory
− wait for hit envelopes transfer to main memory

intersectRayEnvelope(pRayEnvelopBuffer[bufferSwitch&1],
   pRayInfoEnvelopBuffer[bufferSwitch&1],

        pHitEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch&1]);

mfc_put(pHitEnvelopeBuffer[bufferSwitch&1, ...);
- wait for final hit envelope transfer to main memory

}
}
Code sample 7.8: Dynamic envelope assignment to SPE
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An approach, hypothetically more efficient would be to statically assign a part of the envelopes to 
each SPE and start intersection. When a SPE finishes the statically assigned envelopes it could 
start requesting envelopes according to the algorithm above. This exploits the best part of the two 
approaches. This solution were never implemented due to time constraints.

7.7 Error in Float Numbers
As mention before the the Ray Tracer deal with a greater number of floats. Every ray is 
represented by float values as well as triangle data, hit data, box volumes, kd-nodes etc. The 
number of operations on the rays during their set up are quite many and to preserve a numerical 
stability is important. The ray caster have many different modes to execute in, single rays or ray 
packets can be used, the size of the ray packets can be varied. The ray tracer can also be run on 
the PPE or a variable number of SPEs can be used to distribute the calculations. It would be naive 
to expect exact equality between these different modes. The difference in magnitude of ray 
direction components were compared as following.

Ray tile 1

ax1 ax2 ax3 ax4

ay1 ay3 ay3 ay4

az1 az2 az3 az4

 ->

Ray tile 2

bx1 bx2 bx3 bx4

by1 by3 by3 by4

bz1 bz2 bz3 bz4

 ->

Error Tile

|ax1|-|bx1| |ax2|-|bx2| |ax3|-|bx3| |ax4|-|bx4|

|ay1|-|by1| |ay2|-|by2| |ay3|-|by3| |ay4|-|by4|

|az1|-|bz1| |az2|-|bz2| |az3|-|bz3| |az4|-|bz4|
Figure 7.5: Computing the error in direction for a ray tile

According to the figure above the error in magnitude of the direction can be computed by 
subtracting the magnitude of one ray direction component with a ray direction component from 
another tile. By comparing all ray tiles of a scene the maximum error for all components within a 
ray tile can be found. As all are normalized before this is done there is no reason for float 
overflow. The results shown below are obtained by subtracting the absolute values as in the 
figure.

Error tile

4.656613e-10 1.084202e-19 1.084202e-19 8.691692e-311

8.731149e-11 1.164153e-10 6.518768e-311 0.000000e+00

0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 0.000000e+00 

4.656613e-10 1.084202e-19 1.084202e-19 8.691692e-311
Figure 7.6: The resulting error tile from two different modes of execution. Mode 1: PPU
Mode 2: PPU + 6 SPEs with an envelope size of 1x1 ray tiles (double buffered dma transfer)

As shown there are no difference between any of the z components, that is because no 
calculations are made on these components which could result in loss of precision. For the other 
values the largest values are roughly on the 10th decimal which is a rather small difference. The 
10th decimal is such a small error that no time was spent to write code with safer float arithmetic.
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Chapter 8:
Results and Future work

Due to the time constraint of this thesis work the ray caster were never completed. The 
application were only functional on the PPE and were only tested on smaller scenes of 
approximately 1000-2000 triangles. The scenes tested did run satisfactory in real-time and 
showed frame rates of 40fps and above. The effort to port parts of the code to the SPEs were time 
consuming and enough time to debug all the code were not available. It is however believed that 
the reasoning and implementation discussed will function, and hopefully will give higher frame 
rates compared to a single unit processor. As OpenSG source code is available to the public I can 
only hope that someone continues with this work and resolve the bugs still left when this report 
were finished.

On top of debugging the implementation there are many areas of the ray caster that could be 
further developed. For example it would be desirable to implement shadow rays. It would also be 
desirable to implement secondary rays, permitting effects such as reflection and refraction, and 
thus making the implementation a full blown ray tracer. To further examine acceleration 
structures and possibly make the code more efficient is one area. There exist other structures such 
as Bounding Index Hierarchies which could perhaps be more suited for the Cell architecture. An 
immediate improvement would be to rewrite part of the single processor code and thus make it 
possible to transfer data PPE to SPE without transforming to C style structs, a discussion of this 
follows in next section. In terms of efficiency there are many parts that could be improved; the 
SPE code still has a lot of optimization to be done. As explained the use of double buffering was 
implemented but further improvements such as loop unrolling could possibly make that part more 
efficient.

8.1 Optimizing the PPE data
One of the major problems of the implementation is that the PPE code is completely written in 
C++. As any C++ program it uses class objects widely and dynamic structures such as vectors etc. 
When it comes to programming the Cell and especially the SPE two choices are given, C or 
Assembly code. The problem during the development of the Cell ray caster was to keep the code 
such that the application would still be executable on a single processor. Therefore the alterations 
to the PPE code were as few as possible. As almost all data of the single processor 
implementation were encapsulated in class objects a conversion to a DMA friendly form was 
necessary. This essentially means that it is not possible to transfer, in most cases, a class object of 
a node directly to a SPE. To allow transfers of nodes as well as other objects it was necessary to 
copy the data in the object into a C style struct. This in many cases, for example for the triangles, 
required  all the data in all triangle objects to be copied to an equally sized array of triangle 
structs. Of course this requires quite a few instructions which could be eliminated completely by 
rewriting the code. The solution to this problem is to encapsulate a C style struct inside the object. 
This was started at some parts for example in the extended cache and worked perfectly. DMA 
transfers were possible by simply passing an address of the struct, encapsulated in the object, to 
the SPE and this requires no pre-processing.
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8.2 Shadow rays
The application only support directional lights, i.e. light rays are parallel and coming from a 
position at infinite distance from the scene. When using a directional light it is obvious that 
shadow rays can't be constructed since the light source is without a position. In this section a 
hypothetical approach will be given to how shadow rays could be added assuming the scene had 
point light source, i.e. a light source with position that emits light equally in all directions. 

Assuming one or more point light sources is available their variables need to be transferred to 
each individual SPE, which will do the shadow ray set-up. A position of the light would be 
sufficient to construct shadow rays, i.e. a vector subtraction of the light position and the 
intersection point. It can also be assumed that shadow rays have a high coherence so the traversal 
method for the kd-tree should still be stable. However as the rays will have different origins some 
regrouping needs to be done. The actual shadow ray setup could be done by the SPE's and stored 
in their storage temporary. If an intersection is found a set of shadow rays must be created with 
the size depending on the number of lights. With asynchronous DMA transfers the shadow rays 
could be transferred concurrently with the intersection of the shadow rays. The traversal method 
only need to be modified to support different origins in the ray packet which would only be a 
small alteration. With this approach every SPE would need to intersect all the shadow rays 
created by the primary ray intersection. This would be done immediately after the batch of 
primary rays have been intersected in order to ensure these are still in the SPE local store. 
Shadow rays would also require a second hit storage; however this storage does not need to be as 
complex as for the primary rays. The only thing necessary to know about a shadow ray is if it 
reaches the destination, i.e. the light source, or not. If intersection is found the first hit will be 
occluded and this is the information needed. Basically a shadow-ray hit storage could be a storage 
of booleans, occluded or not, as well as a pointer to the shadow ray. The maximum size of the 
shadow hit store on the SPE, for one primary ray batch, can easily be determined from the batch 
size and number of lights. On the PPE there is however no way in knowing how large the shadow 
ray hit store or shadow ray store will be until the shadow ray intersection have been completed. 
Based on this it will be necessary to reallocate or expand the sizes of the new storages as shadow 
ray intersection progresses and data is sent from the SPEs. 

PPE SPE 

1 Allocate dynamic memory for:
1. Shadow ray store
2. Shadow hit store

 

2 Shadow rays are constructed after completing a single 
batch of primary ray intersection

3 PPE receives data and puts to main 
storage. If the previously allocated 
memory space is exceeded a 
reallocation is done.

DMA transfer of shadow rays starts to main memory 

SPE performs shadow ray intersection

SPE transfers hit data to main memory

4 SPE returns to point 2

5 PPE verifies data and starts shading
Figure 8.1: Time line of shadow ray intersection
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Glossary

AOS Array of structures. A method of organizing 

related data values. Also called vector-across 

form. See also SOA. 

SIMD Single Instruction Multiple Data

A technique employed to achieve data level 
parallelism.

The Cell Processor's SPE instruction set is heavily 
SIMD based.

SSE Streaming SIMD Extensions

A SIMD instuction set designed by Intel.

FPU Floating Point Unit

A part of a computer system specially designed to carry 
out operations on floating point numbers.

MFC Memory Flow Controller. It is part of an SPE and 

provides two main functions: moves data via 

DMA between the SPE’s local store (LS) and main 

storage, and synchronizes the SPE with the rest 

of the processing units in the system. 

DMA Direct Memory Access

SPE Synergistic Processing Element

PPE PowerPC Processing Element. The general-purpose 

processor in the Cell Broadband Engine. 
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CBEA  Cell Broadband Engine Architecture. The Cell 

    Broadband Engine is one implementation of the Cell 
Broadband Engine Architecture. 

DMA-list A sequence of transfer elements (or list entries) 

that, together with an initiating DMA-list 

command, specifies a sequence of DMA transfers 

between a single area of LS and discontinuous 

EIB Element Interconnect Bus. The on-chip coherent 

bus that handles communication between the 

PPE, SPEs, memory, and I/O devices (or a second 

Cell Broadband Engine). 

EA Effective Address

FXU In the PPE, the fixed-point integer unit. In the 

SPU, the fixed-point exception unit .

IEEE 754 The IEEE 754 floating-point standard. A standard 

                                                written by the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers that defines operations and 

                       representations of binary floating-point arithmetic .

Loop unrolling A programming optimization that increases the 

                                                  step of a loop, and duplicates the expressions 

                                                    within a loop to reflect the increase in the step. 

LSA Local Store Address. An address in the LS of an 

SPU, by which programs running in the SPU and 

DMA transfers managed by the MFC access the 

LS. 
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mailbox                                      A queue in an SPE’s MFC for exchanging 32-bit 

messages between the SPE and the PPE or other 

devices .

                                                

PPU PowerPC Processor Unit. The part of the PPE that 

includes the execution units, memory-            

management unit, and L1 cache.                 

SOA Structure of arrays. A method of organizing 

related data values. Also called parallel-array 

form. See also AOS. 

SPU                                          Synergistic Processor Unit. The part of an SPE 

that executes instructions from its local store (LS) 
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